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Ready to Startup?


ENTER promotes Altice collaboration with the leading Portuguese Entrepreneurial Ecosystem stakeholders: Startups, Incubators/Accelerators, Investors, Academia, Public Agencies and Corporates
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WHY





ENTER is part of Altice Labs Open Innovation programme, that aims to develop a relationship and partnership with national and international startups that provide products or services in areas such as Smart Living, Industry 4.0, MedTech, Security & Privacy, Digital Platforms & Services, 5G and Future Networks, supported by Cloud Technologies, Internet of Things, Big Data, Artificial Intelligence or Blockchain.


#Partnership #Trust #Growth #Knowledge





HOW





The further we want to go, the more connected the teams must be.

This is ENTER’s guideline: so that everyone can reach the next level, they must get together and grow with Altice Labs.


#Tools #OfficeSpace #Experts #Discounts





MEET US





As entrepreneurs must develop their soft and hard skills we provide facilities to hold workshops, talks and meetups. Don’t miss a thing…

Are you organizing an event, related to innovation and entrepreneurship, and want to do it at ENTER? Send us an email.


#Knowledge #Connect #Learn #Teach








How it works


Startups are eligible for one of the following ENTER stages: Entrepreneur, Associate or Partner.
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1. Idea

An aha! moment happens and a great idea is born.
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2. Application

The idea is put into words and sent for evalutation.
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3. Evaluation

A group of experts gathers to evaluate the idea.
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4. The world

Idea accepted. You’re set to conquer the world!








All startups are eligible for the first level: Entrepreneur.

For the Associate and Partner levels, send us your application and await our contact to schedule your project’s – that’s when we evaluate how your project can be fitted in the Altice Group.

Selected projects will become part of the Associate level, and later level up to Partner.
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Entrepreneur


We are looking for startups that develop projects in areas such as: Smart Living, Industry 4.0, MedTech, Security & Privacy, Digital Platforms & Services, 5G and Future Networks, supported by Cloud Technologies, Internet of Things, Big Data, Artificial Intelligence or Blockchain.


Discounts in P&S of the Altice Group.


Access to events promoted at ENTER (under availability).


Access to the ENTER space on a hotdesk basis (due to availability)
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Associate


Technology startups with potential offers to collaborate with the Altice Group.


Solutions, developed by startups, can be introduced in the Altice Group’s business catalogue.


Access to the Altice’s network in a lab environment, with mentor’s support, where startups can test their MPV.


Access to the ENTER space (due to availability).
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Partner


Startups collaborating in the development of products and services with the Altice Group.


Business partnerships development or products and services supply to the Altice Group.


Promotion of the startup through the Altice Group channels and presentation of products and services to potential customers.


Free access to the ENTER space (due to availability).







Application


Want to be part of the ENTER programme?





Application


Want to be part of the programme?





Send us a summary of your idea, project, product or service as well as its current development status. As soon as it is analyzed, if we conclude it fits with our strategic areas and priorities, we will get back to you asking for more information or to schedule a pitch.


Project name *



Entrepreneur name *



Email *



Phone number *



Message *


Upload File *Choose File





Privacy policy *
I have read and accept the privacy policy.




* Required fields


									
																				
							

							
											

								


Send Application



Thank you for your message. It has been sent.
×
There was an error trying to send your message. Please try again later.
×
















AIIA & IoT Challenge


Altice International Innovation Award (AIIA) and Altice Empresas IoT Challenge annual calls for startups are another great opportunity to startups boost their ideas.
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Learn more
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Learn more





Startups


These are some of the companies that challenge us every day to be better and to deliver the best technology to our customers.
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In progress
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A virtual Facility Manager that push commercial buildings to operate efficiently, keep spaces comfortable, detect and notify anomalies. Seamlessly integrated with the building’s BMS.
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AI platform applied to healthcare, that through the identification of pathologies data patterns (imaging or tabular data) performs early diagnoses capable of preventing the evolution of the pathology.
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Electric vehicle charging platform, enabling charging anywhere, everywhere.
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Ground Control Studios develops gaming platforms focusing on creating highly immersive and unique gaming experiences.
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Help the elderly to maintain their safety and autonomy and provide peace of mind to their families through innovative and non-stigmatizing technological solutions.
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Oscar is a Home Services Marketplace, providing technicians, who are ready to make small repairs at home. The platform also includes maintenance, cleaning and laundry services.
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Penthack brings to life the vision of cybersecurity thanks to a Team of Experts in Engineering, Information Security, Research, and Psychology, joining forces with a Worldwide Community of Ethical Hackers.
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Taking advantage of AI to personalize contact times for each customer, improving customer experience and sales!
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UnifAI develops a powerful set of capabilities based on our artificial intelligence for the real-time detection and identification of potentially harmful bacteria in agriculture, water, healthcare and manufacturing sectors.







Working with
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ARGIS is an Augmented Reality service that supportsutility workforces in the complete life-cycle of utilities management.
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BeON microinverter technology applied to solar kit panels makes the panels completely plug and play.
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Beyond Vision has directed its core business towards continuous monitoring and precision farming, being a certified UAV (drones) manufacturer.
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A full-featured online sales platform through which e-commerce companies can run the business and manage their digital strategy in one place.
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Crowdsourcing platform that allows brands to have exposure on social media without influencers, prepaid ads or other kind of investments.
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DocDigitizer helps organizations automate their manual, labor-intensive, document-based workflows, resulting in productivity gains, optimized customer experience, and more engaged employees.
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Infinite Foundry is a 3D digital plant platform for improved production efficiency of any industrial sector.
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Intelligent Maintenance platform enabling facilities owners, managers, and service providers to achieve high performance on their teams, assets, and resources.
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Marketplace that provides plans including regular car maintenance, alerts, certified workshops, customer support, pick-up & delivery.
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Mater Dynamics helps businesses to get the most of their already existent objects, by empowering them with new functionalities such as traceability and sensing.
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Sioslife provides seniors with an easy-to-use interactive system allowing access to cognitive and physical stimulation content as well as staying connected to family and friends.
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Surgeon Mate platform allows broadcasting, recording and storing medical surgeries safely and anonymously.
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Voxelmaps builds 4D volumetric maps, poviding superior levels of accuracy, information, and insight.







Community


ENTER sense of community and network within the entrepreneurial ecosystem are key to the programme’s success.
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Institutional Partners
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Ecosystem
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Contacts
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Find us here





Rua de Campolide, nº 28

1070-036 Lisboa

Portugal






Opening hours





Daily from 9am to 6pm.









Say hello!





We’d love to hear from you.

enter@alticelabs.com










Looking for something else?


GET IN TOUCH






							

												

	
						
					
  
				  
				
				
								
					
		
					
	
		
			
				
																									
										ALTICE LABS HEADQUARTERS

Rua Eng. José Ferreira Pinto Basto

3810 – 106 Aveiro

Portugal

Email: contact@alticelabs.com

Phone: +351 234 403 200



		
																					

																										
										ALTICE LABS OFFICES

Oiã | Porto | Lisboa | Viseu

Olhão | Madeira | Terceira
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São Paulo

Rio de Janeiro
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